
2021 Panorama Community Agreement

1. We’re going to call people what they ask to be called. Everything else about a person’s social identity is

for them to disclose if and when it’s appropriate. Make no assumptions.

2. We’re going to default to “I” language, representing our own experiences and perspectives.

3. We’re going to acknowledge intent but attend to impact. We expect The Performing Arts Project to be

an overwhelmingly supportive and nurturing environment for you. That said, if you feel left out, or

pushed out, you have multiple channels available to you to pursue redress or repair, including but not

limited to:

a. If you’re comfortable, you can address the statement or behavior in real time.

b. You can privately message your teacher in the Zoom chat that something didn’t/doesn’t feel

right, even if you don’t know exactly what it was, and they can work with you to figure out the

best way to address it.

c. You can connect with your class intern, before/after class, and they can be an ear or serve as a

liaison to another member of the TPAP staff.

d. You can deliver anonymous feedback through the Google Form that our amazing interns

created and we will be emailing.

4. We’re going to move through The Yellow Zone* together. The Yellow Zone is analogous to approaching

an intersection and catching a Yellow traffic light. You might decide to speed through, you might pause

and catch your breath, or you might proceed forward with heightened care and attentiveness. The

Studio/Rehearsal Room is a perpetual Yellow Zone, and we will aim to move forward and around in it

according to our own personal comfort and instincts.

a. At Panorama, we’re focused primarily on developing well-resourced humans, so that the

artists-at-work can be bold and take risks, and not feel overly cautious or apprehensive. We know

that this process will take time and require some calibration, but we believe and trust in you and in

this community. That said, students are invited to care for others if/as they’re leading them into a

Yellow Zone, so if forecasting something about your material feels like an important gesture of care,

then feel free to use this helpful doc as a guide to content warnings.

B. We’re going to welcome personal breaks as necessary (plus any/all attending signifiers), while

encouraging presence as often and robustly as possible.

5. We will keep in mind that feedback is investment, we will listen to feedback with that frame in mind

and seek to move forward with love.

*The Yellow Zone is a concept borrowed from artist/facilitator, Kirya Traber.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1apwP7IhunzIXdM96aJ6_gtcgES5lb9IiK1_O_xbjvGE
https://assets.mica.edu/files/resources/content-warning-best-practices-7-18.pdf
http://www.kiryatraber.com

